Refer to the Modular Instruction sheet for specific information about construction techniques as well as painting and weathering tips. Any one of the three buildings shown below can be constructed with the parts in this Designer Bulk Pack. The front and back views allow you to determine the placement of individual modular wall sections. Or, you can design your own building with the aid of the Planning Packet which is enclosed in the Designer Bulk Pack.
General Instructions

Prepare Chimney or Install Chimney Backs
- Glue assembled Chimney to top of Roof in desired location.
- One Piece Chimney: Sand Chimney Halves smooth so they fit flush, and glue together. When dry, sand top and bottom level, if necessary.
- Molded Chimney: Glue Chimney Back(s) to molded Chimney Front(s).

Prepare Roof
- Refer to the Kit Instructions for any special directions on Roof installation.
- If no special instructions are given, proceed as follows:
  - Measure the inside dimension of roof opening(s). Transfer measurements to a piece of cardstock, cardboard, etc., cut out and test fit on building. Make adjustments as needed.
  - Once you have achieved a good fit, transfer dimensions to Styrene Plastic Sheet (white roofing sheet). Cut out using a hobby knife and a ruler. Test fit and make any adjustments. Paint Roof flat black, if desired. Glue in place according to your Chimney type (see below).

Install Roof
- The Roof will be installed according to Chimney type.
- Molded Chimney with Chimney Back:
  - Insert the Roof from the underside of building, gluing it to the bottom of the chimney back(s).
  - Using the included Roof Support Material, cut support strips. Supports should be shorter than the width of the walls. Glue Supports to set flush on each wall and underside of Roof (where Roof and Wall meet).
- One Piece Chimney: Using the included Roof Support Material, cut roof supports. Supports should be shorter than the width of walls.
- Glue Supports to set flush on each wall and underside of Roof.

Install One Piece Chimney (if applicable)
- Glue assembled Chimney to top of Roof in desired location.

Leveling
- After assembled building is set and glue is completely dry, carefully sand bottom of building until level.
- On thumbbacked piece of 120-grit sandpaper, carefully sand bottom of building in a circular motion to level bottom edges so it will sit level on layout. Do not sand brick detail.

Paint Building and Details
- Paint door and window trim the same color as the brick or a contrasting color.
- Paint Building and Details with flat finish spray paint.
- Use water-soluble, flat finish acrylic paint.
- Apply a thin coat of primer before painting and let dry.
- Option 1 - Airbrush:
  - Use solvent-based, flat finish enamel paint.
- Option 2 - Hand-brush:
  - Use water-soluble, flat finish acrylic paint.
- Option 3 - Aerosol:
  - Use flat finish spray paint.

We make every effort to ensure our kits are manufactured complete. However, if this kit is missing a part, please make note of the kit's item number and missing part, and contact the Woodland Scenics Sales and Customer Service Department at PO Box 98, Linn Creek, MO 65052, 573-346-5555 or sales@woodlandscenics.com.
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